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A competitive allowance event will go off as the penultimate race on the Friday card. Looking at the OptixPLOT 2020 it is clear that pace will play a factor in this 
outcome given the running styles and current form for the horses in this field. The PlotFit is “red” and something to keep in mind while assessing the pace. That 
comes into play as there are not true “E” types with five of the nine runners listed with the “E/P” style. That comes into play with Quad I/III, and with the large 
Circles. The pace does not look to be too fast, however figures to honest with the “sun” contention. 


Three of those runners #1 TRUCK SALESMAN, #8 STREET VISION, and #9 SOLDIER BOY are on the lighter side in terms of class, speed, and do not seem to 
have much of a pace advantage with the others in the field. Tracking also as Circles off that pair, and slightly upgraded in terms of “shape” with the tighter Circle, 
and position for #2 PARSIMONY, #4 ADENS DREAM, and #5 TOUCHING RAINBOWS though value necessary.


While those runners expect to be forwardly placed, they should expect to find company from #10 MADMAN making return this afternoon, and positioned as a solid 
Square in Quad III. That position could find the right trip here as he has both positional speed and finish with that “Square” something the “Circles” lack. He has the 
potential upside as well just making his second career start, and with time since the B+ OptixGrade for his debut back in March. 


Looking to sit off the pace and take advantage of the early contention both #3 ROYAL TRUMP and #7 TOP BRASS will be well-positioned from their spot in Quad 
II. Trip is favorable for these runners and will need to be as they are both a bit light on class and OptixFIGs on the lower side for this event. 


Another looking for a similar off the pace run, #6 CANDY CORNELL one that has been a competitor at this Optional Claiming level throughout the year. He has run 
some solid races, and also caught serious stakes-type rivals in those events. Trip has been a factor for him given his run style, and will need the right pace and 
timing once again. It should be noted his trainer John Shirreffs will add the blinkers for this race.
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